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2 Macroeconomic Data
Reporting 


period
Data (%)


Gross Domestic Product (GDP)
(quarter-on-quarter growth, seasonally adjusted) 
11.03.2011 GDP on a moderate rise for five consecutive quarters  


 
  2010 Q4


 
1.1


State budget 
Tax revenue of the consolidated general government budget (year-on-year growth)  
General government expenditure (since the beginning of the year, year-on-year growth)


 
2011 II 
2011 II


 
1.7 
3.1


Consumer price changes 
Consumer Price Index (CPI) (month-on-month growth)  
Average annual inflation rate of last 12 months (to comply with the Maastricht Criteria) 
08.03.2011 Global developments and tax raises continue to determine Latvian inflation 


 
2011 II 
2011 II 


 
0.3 
0.0


Foreign trade 
Exports (year-on-year growth)  
Imports (year-on-year growth)  
14.03.2011 Goods sales balance substantially improved in January 


 
2011  I  
2011  I


 
51.3 
35.9


Balance of payments  
Current account balance (ratio to GDP)  
Foreign direct investment in Latvia (net flows; % of GDP)  
14.03.2011 2011 begins with a current account surplus  


 
2010 Q4 
2010 Q4


 
–0.3 
2.7


Industrial output  
Working day-adjusted industrial output index (year-on-year growth)  
07.03.2011 Industrial forecasts cautious because of global events 


 
2011  I


 
11.3


Retail trade turnover  
Retail trade turnover at constant prices (year-on-year growth)  
01.03.2011 Tax hike hinders retail 


 
2011  I


 
0.1


Employment and unemployment 
Registered unemployment (share of working age population) 
10.03.2011 Unemployment rate unchanged in February, expected to resume going down 


 
2011 II


 
14.5


Monetary indicators 
Broad money supply (year-on-year growth) 
18.03.2011 Money supply growth slowing down 


 
2011  II


 
10.0


 


Sources: Treasury, Central Statistical Bureau of Latvia, and Bank of Latvia data.
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http://www.macroeconomics.lv/gdp-moderate-rise-five-consecutive-quarters

http://www.macroeconomics.lv/global-developments-and-tax-raises-continue-determine-latvian-inflation

http://www.macroeconomics.lv/goods-sales-balance-substantially-improved-january

http://www.macroeconomics.lv/2011-begins-current-account-surplus

Industrial forecasts cautious because of global events

http://www.macroeconomics.lv/tax-hike-hinders-retail

http://www.macroeconomics.lv/unemployment-rate-unchanged-february-expected-resume-going-down

Money supply growth slowing down










3 In Focus


The wage-productivity gap has been narrowing rapidly
As from the end of 2008, both wage decline and upswing in labour productivity contributed to the narrowing of the real 
wage-productivity gap. The wage-productivity gap was one of the main indicators of economic imbalances accumulated 
during the previous boom years. Considerable narrowing of the wage–productivity gap restored the competitiveness 
of Latvian economy via shrinking unit labour costs, particularly in manufacturing. The restored competitiveness is 
already reflected in value added and employment dynamics. 


Up to 2004, wage developments were broadly in line with 
labour productivity. However, starting from 2005 mas-
sive credit expansion and the real estate / construction 
boom led to a labour shortage and a resulting wage 
pick up, further fuelled by the EU funding windfalls and 
labour outflows, particularly to the UK and Ireland. For 
example, in 2006 and 2007 about 40% of construction 
busi nesses (about 30% in manufacturing) pointed out 
labour shortage as the main business-limiting factor, 
while the nominal wage doubled in 2008 compared to 
2005. By that time, the real wages had increased by 
almost 50%. Labour productivity, in turn, stagnated: first, 
there were few incentives to raise production efficiency 
in the face of continuing profit windfalls as a result of 
the boom; second, low-qualified people who were eco no-
mically inactive entered the labour force and this biased 
average productivity statistics down. For example, the 
participa tion rate climbed to 67.6% in 2008, well above 
EU-27 average, as compared to a modest 60% in 2000, 
while the rate of job-seekers hit the bottom at 6% in 2007, 
well below the NAIRU. 


Robust labour productivity developments helped to nar-
row the wage-productivity gap substantially, thereby 
restoring Latvia's competitiveness at a time when the 
real hourly wage decline was only moderate. Although 
labour productivity dynamics were often ignored by 
inter national observers pointing out that price and wage 
adjustment was not sufficient to restore competitiveness, 
labour productivity developments were, in fact, the pri-
mary force behind the successful resetting of the real unit 
labour costs back to the pre-boom level. For example, 
quarter-on-quarter GDP growth resumed as from Q4 
2009 (seasonally adjusted data) and Latvian employment 
growth during both Q2 and Q3 2010 was the fastest in 
the EU. 


The upswing in labour productivity was particularly strong in manufacturing, closing the real wage-productivity gap 
in this sector already in Q4 2009. Ongoing restoration of competitiveness made manufacturing the driving-force of 
Latvian economic recovery (value added in manufacturing rose by 15.4% in 2010 as compared to 2009). Moreover, 
manufacturing provided more than half of the employment increase in 2010. However, the unit labour cost adjustment 
was not homogenous across all sectors. In particular, the adjustment was lagging behind in construction, thus hindering 
output and employment recovery in this sector.
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1 Highlights
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The revised GDP figures confirm both quarterly and 
year-on-year growth of 1.1% and 3.6% respectively. 
Over all in 2010, however, the GDP has declined, albeit 
by a modest 0.3%. On a per capita basis, real GDP even 
grew slightly last year.
Robust 5.2% year-on-year growth in private consumption 
was registered in Q4 2010, supported by real exports of 
goods and services, which increased 13.8% year-on-year. 
Export growth benefitted from both regained competi-
tiveness and improved demand.
The persistent decline in investment finally stopped in 
Q3 2010. Moreover, the improved rating outlook by the 
Standard & Poor's should provide a welcome boost to 
future investments, conditional upon compliance with 
bud getary discipline for the 2012 budget. 


In Q4 2010, the rate of job-seekers continued on a down-
ward trend for a third consecutive quarter to stand at 16.9% 
of the economically active population. This de cline would 
have been even sharper if not prevented to some extent 
by two one-off factors. First, the positive con tribution of 
seasonality was smaller in the fourth quart er in comparison 
with the third quarter. Second, fewer temporary jobs were 
offered through the State Em ployment Agency in Q4. 
Hence, it is likely that the of ficial statistics understate the 
underlying rate of decline in unemployment. 
Nevertheless, the decrease in unemployment can be ex-
pect  ed to decelerate this year, as the mismatch of job- 
see ker skills and employer requirements and the resulting 
structural unemployment become ever more topical. Thus 
the average rate of job-seekers this year is forecast at about 
16%.


Annual inflation reached 4.0% in February. To a large 
extent, higher consumer prices reflected the tax hikes in 
Latvia and the rising global energy and food prices which 
will most likely remain the main contributors to Latvia's 
inflation also going forward. 
Considering that Latvia imports a significant amount of 
goods for consumption and manufacturing purposes, the 
rising prices will act as a supply shock, thus reducing the 
demand for other goods and services. This is likely to be 
the key factor limiting any rise of the overall price level 
in the near future.
An imminent decline in inflation can still be expected as a 
result of the base effect. Nevertheless, the expected easing 
would be less pronounced should the tax rates be raised 
in the middle of the year as currently planned: this might 
drive the inflation up by almost 0.5 percentage points.


GDP on the rise for five consecutive quarters


Economic recovery leads to gradual improvements in the labour market 


Global developments and tax raises continue to determine Latvia's inflation









